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Activities
Of Sodality
Commenced
Students Volunteer For
Activities In Study
Club, Evidence Gull~,
And Debating Team.

Attends Installation
Reverend Dennis F. Burns, s'.
J., president Olf Xavier, will
·attend the installation of a
new president at Monmouth
College, Monmouth, Illinois,
this week.
The celebration will be a
two day affair on Friday and
Saturday, October 29 and 30.
Father iBurns will ibe one of
the 100 delegates from various
.co J.l e g es and universities
throughout the middlewest,
who will be present at the installation of . the new college
president at Monmouth.
This will mark the second
th t F th
B
h
.
t ime
a er urns
as
a"ttendeda a, ceremony
occasioned by the installation of college presidents since the be· ginning of the semester. several weeks ago ihe was present
and spoke at the university of
'ffi Oh'
T I n,
io.

NO. 6

Homecoming Hallow-e'en Hop To Begin
Plans Argued · Social Season On Campus
At. Meeting
Local Colleges To Attend
Chairman Jim Farasey Guest Troops Will
D •tl 0 C
-Makes Arrangements
ri
n ampus
F
Jn
•
or
novatlons.
llnfantry troops from the Tenth
Infantry of Ft. Thomas, Ky., and
At a special meeting of the re- !Field Artillery troops from Fort
Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, will
cently re-<arranged Social Com- present ··a demonstration of drill
:rnitte.e yesterday afternoon, busi- and military tactics before the
ness concerning the initial offi- Xavier-Akron football game, No· 1
· 1 f
·
vember 20. Major Arthur M.
c1a Ho
soc1a unction
th
.
D of
, the year,
d' Harper, Xavier P. M. S. & T.,
cu:Se~.mecommg ance, was is- announced this week that final
arrang-ements have been comSince the ·complete .plans for pleted for the demonstration
any social affair mtist be voted through the co-operation of the
upon by the facul:ty, the commit- commanding officers of both
posts.
tee announced that they were

Invitations Issued
To Students Of
Mount St. Joseph
And 0. L. C.

With the initi>al meeting of
Xavier's s 0 da1 it y came the
drafting of a program of activIn the spirit of All Hallows'
Eve comes the first of a series of
ity :for the current year. Two
campus dances sponsored by the
obviously necessary tenets of
Student Council. Inaugurating a
this program . were increased
system of "get together" dances,
membership and re.solution of
intended .to acquaint the new
better organization.
Xavier men with g.irls from CinOn the motion of G. D. Bruch
cinnati Catholic schools, the
Council provides the first social
it was decided that the Sodalists
f
would be divided int-0 several
event o the season in a tea
internal committees under definnot ~s yet_,prepared to pUJblish
dance to be held in the Union
ite heads to provide personnel
details of the dance.
!House, Sunday afternoon, Octofor the various activities of the
Jim Farasey, chairman for the
ber 3,1, at two o'clock.
· h as ma d e arrangemen ts f or
Invitations have been issued
a ff air
S oda lity. E . C . iB enson, G . D.
to the students' of Our La-iiy of
B rueh J V • H B ec k man, J • E •
several
innovations
in
the
pro,..... M M'dd d ..f
d F
a.
Cincinnati and the College of
B
· rown, .u. . i en o, , an
.
gram this year which will fake
x.
Me:Nerney volunteered to
llfilfil Mount :St. J·oseph, and have been
serve on the "Catholic !Evidence
Jlace on .Nov. 6, following the
accepted.
t
Guild" which supplies speakers
homecommg football game beAl Stephan, president of the
for !Father Lily's enquiry class
tween Xavier and Creighton U.,
Council, is heading a committee
·. Th d
f
o h N·..it..
Tickets For Homecom• which is arranging for the dance.
. h
ts
h
w· ic mee
"'-heve1 John T. Toomey Chosen rom ma· a, · """· ·
•
CeIeh ration
•
Decorations appropriate to the
t St X on· H'ursh ay
nmgs a
. av1er Ig =.; 00 ;
.. '
Pr.esent at the Social .Commit- 1ng
. W1°ll !Hallowe'en
't
d
'ded
that
th'
T
L
d
Cl
Of
'41
season such as pump15
1
h
'year
owever
O
ea
ass .
tee meeting were the four class
:i,...
waswould
eci also
· supply
the guild
Be Distributed.
,,.ms,
.corn stalks, and the l'k
I e,
Selected From Seven presidents: Paul Kelly, senior,
will ibe in evidence about the
disertations on vital Catholic
problems at sod·ality meetings.
Ralph . K-0hlhoff, junior, Paul
Union· House loblby when the
R. J. Wilson and J. ·A. Jones volFrosh Candidates.
iBeckman, sophomore and James
The annual ~lection .m~eting cpmmittee· goes into action Satunteered to debate on current
of the Alumni Association at urday.
.
bl ·
t s d l't
Toomey, recently elected head of' ·which five new members will be Needless t·o say, as this is a
0 a 1Y
C a thto.11~ . pro ems a
John D.- Toomey, arts .fresh- .th e f reshm an c1ass.-- ·-·~ -.- · ·--····· elected- to the Board of Gover- dance .primarily for the fresh.
mee .mgs.
.
man, was elected president in
The faculty was represented at nors is to be held next :Wednes- men, the freshman class is ex.Still another plank m the or- the Fresh m -a-n election held the conclave by iFr. G. F. Butler, day evening 8 o'clock in the pected to support it to a man.
ganization's P.l~tform of ·activity on October 25. Charles Gaskill, ~· J., faoulty director of activi- Lobby of th~ Biology B~ilding. iNone should be discouraged· for
was a proposition to engage ex- commerce student was chosen to ties and Chas. F. Wheeler, lay
Ten candidates will be submit- ·.financial reasons because no adponents of Catholic. AcHon· to represent the cla~ in ·the Stu- •representative Cl'f, the faculty.
ted to the voters and from this mission charge will ibe made.
speak
·
lis' t five w1'll .be selected. The
k d atb the th meetmgs. dWhen dent Council.
Music will 1be of the first class,
as e a out
e propose pr<?- Toomey was. elected ,by a plurretiring members of the Board the committee assures the stugram, :Father Se~lmeyer, who IS ality of six votes, receiving
ai:e: John J. O'Hara, Dr. Edward dent.
resolved to act m a purely ad- twenty-four out of the fifty-six
J. !McGrath, Anthony C. Elsaesvisory capacity, s~id, ,''The pu;- votes cast. His nearest opponser, Harry J. Gilligan and Paul
pose of the ~odahty I~ to tram ant, William Knoepffe, received
'D .. Cain.
Charles Gaskill atiOn the entertainment prog.ram
young men m Catholic leader- eighteen.
ship therefore we ~ust provide tained practically the :same plurfor the meeting. will be Frank
ouT own very definite program. aHty receiving twenty..£ve votes.
!Lane, nationally known footiball
I want to ·be shown .. · The proThe election of these two canofficial, who will speak on footgram is up to you."
didates climaxed active cam~
·
1ball,· and ·Warren C. Giles, genE. J. Kennedy, Jr., Sodality paigning within the Freshman Seven Hundred Attel;ld eral manager of the Cincinnati
Prefect, presided at the meeting .Class during the last ten .days.
Seton H• h L
Reds Baseball Team.
•
and brought out the £.act the The 1937 election marked the
ig
ecture; The House committee arrangsparse attendance iwas due to .-fourth consecutive election of an
Seventeen Student 8 i?g the meetin~ consi<>ts of Wil- Xavier German Students
other extNl-curricular activities Elet Hall resident to the Presiliam V. Schm1edeke, charman,
which conflicted with the sodal- dency.
Seek. Membership.
Paul.!). Gain, and E. Leo Koester.
Hear President Alex
ity meeting, among which was
In the primaries held Last .Fri!!'he combination tickets for
the Freshman election' of cl~ss day, John Toomey, Charles Gasthe ·game, reception, dinner and - Griswold Initiate Cur•
officers.
kill, Oliver Ove11beck, Charles
Inaugurating the formal season dance on Homecoming Day, SatGroene, William Federle, and of the Dante Club, William H. urday, November 6, will be disrent Season.
William. Knoepfle were selected Russ, president, Vincent E. 'Smith trbbuted at the meeting.
as nominees for Monday's elec- and Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., will The Alumni Association, Gradtion. !Between the primaries and deliver a lecture· at the College uate "X" Club, Sword and Plume
Heidelberg German Club init.final election there were many of iMt. St. Joseph-on-the-Ohio, Fraternity, and the Undergradu- iated its season of activity Tuesattempts by the different groups Thursday, November 4, at 7:30 ate "X" Club are collaborating day evening at the Paface Horepresented on the campus :to P. M.
in the ~omecoming iplans.
tel with a maximum number of
elect their .candidates 1by comThe "St. Joan of Arc," lecture
members attending. T.wenty..ftve
U promise or agreement. How- will be given by the Club as a
German stud en ts presented
ever, the well organized "Dorm" feature of the Catholic Women Council Makes Plans
themselves at the opening sessucceeded in electing their can- ·of History lecture program at
sion of the monthly-meeting orRobert :[.ampe ~~s been selec.t- didates. Disunion prevailed Mount st. J,oseph.
For Berea Migration ganization.
ed to fill the position 9f bass m among the day-students.
The Mount iLecture will mark
Al~x W. Griswold, president
the Clef Club quartet. The quarThe newly elected freshmen the first appearance of rthe· leeA "Migvation Day" program of the Ger.man Club, gave the.
tet now consists of John $pack, will assm:ne their respective du- turers in formal attire. In ac- for the Baldwin-Wallace game op~ning speech; he cont~n~ed his
firnt tenor; Thom~s Harper, sec;- ties at the next Student Council cordance with a new policy for- !Nov. 13, will depend upon stu- series of talks on musIC1ans of
ond tenor; Francis Moore, ibar1- meeting.
mulated at a recent meeting the dent support, according to re- Ge~many .of the past two cenClub will appear in dinner jack- ports issued . from the Student tunes, which he lbegan last seatone, and Lampe, bass.
During the past few weeks the Assistant Dean Attends ets at all evening appearances. Council.
son. <?ther speakers on _the proClef Club has been practicing
•
,
The first lecture on the ol'gan- !Students interested in j·ourney gram ~ncluded Thomas J .. Murnew numbers which are to be Educational Con/erence iza;tion's program was delivered ing to Berea, Ohio, are advised ray, ';7mcent H. iBeckllllan, and
included in its repertoire. Some
" at Seton High on October 22, be- to notify their official class rep- FrancJS X. Hanrahan.
of these new songs are the
'l'he Reverend William F. Ry- fore an audienoe of seven hun- resentatives, the class president,
After the presentation of the
"Sword of Ferrara," "The Logo" an, S. J., Assistant Dean will dred-·members . of the student or councilmen. rremporary ar- speeches, Mr. J-0hn Graber, profrom Anton iDvorak's New World represent Xavier University at body. Vincent E. Smith, Donald rangements have already ibeen fessor of Gel'man, read several
Symphony, "Rolling Down to the Regional Conference of the M. Middendorf, and Raymond J. made for transportation facili- scenes from the work of a faRio," and a specially arranged !Progressive Education :Associa- Wilson, J.r., lectured on Dante's ties.
mous playwright, which he has
selection from "Finlandia" by tion on October 28 and 29 of this !Divina Comedia, the Club's or- iif twenty-five or thirty stu- recently ti:anslated and publishS1belius.
week at the Palmer !House in iginal lecture.
dents su'bscrilbe, the railroad fare ed.
The ClUb has been considering Chicago.
Tryouts for new members of will 1be close to $7.7·5 round ~rip
The purpose of the Heide~berg
the composition of a college medF'ather Ryan was appoinled to the Club· were held on Monday and bus fare at $5.00 on the same Club is to promote il}terest
ley featuring the songs of lead- Xavier University in the fall of and Thursday, lbut. results will basis.
among German students on var-·.
ing' colleges thr<>ughout the na- 193~ and im;nediate.ly held ti:e riot be announced until next . "Inf~rm ~~ur representativ~s ious Teu~on~c topics; and its
tion. Plans also are being form- position of v1ce-pres1dent. In his week. Seventeen students had immediately, was the admom- membersh1p is reserved for stued to hold ·concerts at various iteaching capacity, he is profes- auditions before the membership tion of Albert Stephan, council dents of satisfact<>ry grades in
schools in the city.
sor of history.
at the tryouts.
president.
German.

Offi·cerS To

F reSJtman

I

•

1

Be Elected
By Al
•

El ec •on
•
t
l d
0mp ete

c

D an l e c l u b
In au g u·r at.es
F orma} season

Lampe Fills
Basso Berth
In Clef Cl b

Heidelberg
Club Holds
First Meet
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Comments On V,iCissitudes In College I
scheme. · '!'herein, the student deemed <funny to remove said
the 1best appearance on that octakes a view concerning an evi- neighbor's razor when he is precasion. The other two will be
dent truth, ·a view, which is ab- paring for Corps Day Inspection.
bestowed on the freshman and
solutely faISe and in contradic- These are but a few of the ways
on the .. second-year cadets who
tion to all of the professor's for a "dorm 'boy" to have fun
are leading their classes in Milteachings, or he purposely mis- when the "fun's" (lucre, gelt,
itary discipline. ·
construes them. Thereupon, the money) are low.
professor either inwardly or outDonors of it.he medals, it was
Fun In Studying?
wardly throws up his hands in
further
learned, are three CinTentative arrangements have cinnatians:
BY C, F. HOLLEY
despair and consigns his revoltThere is one element, too, who
Senator Robert J.
been
made
for
an
exchange
of
Like women's hats and wom- ing charge by a mental act to find fun in studying, in looking
O'Brien, Messrs. Allen R. Joslin,
en's coiffures, styles· in college the nether region. The response at a Gainsborough or a Rem- visitors between Eastern Ken- and Godfrey B. Long.
are changing. They are chang- of the professor. to this provok- ,brandt, in attending a legitimate tucky College's (Richmond, Ky.)
ing in countless aspects, and ing stimulus is considered, in play, in attending an opera. This and Xavier's !ROTC pistol teams
group, we are informed, are delv- for competitive matches.
among others in the students' most collegiate ·circles, as fun.
Contemplated dates lie in Feb·From
confidential
sources;
the
ing
into the nature of things for
concepts of what is funny and
humorous.
What was funny students at a certain western un- intellectual fun rather than sur- ruary and March, the teams
leaving on a F·riday and returnyears ago seems assinine ·today. iversity think it fun to mislay face fun.
Perhaps the reversal of this state- various professorial articles, ran- . In brief, college is attractive to ing on a Saturday evening.
With Xavier's Pistol Club in
ment would appear true to our ging from the notes for the day's one because of the fun involved
forerunners.
Just how far has lecture to the professor's spec- as well as the development of its ithird week of existence the
memlbership numbers one hunfun progressed in college?
tacles.
one's mental powers.
Fun has dred
'and three students of the
Members of the Xavier Order
Class Sleeping
a definite place in college Ufe M ·1·
Years ago our fathers would
.~
of Military Merit will meet
.
1
itary
tuepartment.
· , ·th e imm
·
ed'ia t e f uand always has to a greater or a
have thought it great to bring a
, .
some t'ime m·
There appears to be a differ- lesser extent.
Good,
clean
fun
Indicative
of
the
tone
of
the.
ture
to
discuss
the
selection
of
cow up three floors to graze on ence in opmion as to whether
the maps and texts of the history sleeping in class is fun or not. is healthful for both mind and Temarks concerning this activity candidates for the organization.
It has lived in the days is the statement '·of Major A. M.
class1·oom.
Today, the scarcity Many students who have taken body.
that "Xavier will soon
Requirements for membership
of such animals around the cam- little or no psychology claim that of our fathers, it's living today Harper
have
the
best
range
in
the
counwere
disclosed in a statement
after
evolving
thru
centuries
of
pus (or is it the high price af sleeping is fun at any time, but
made this week ,by Melvin J.
college life.
It has changed try."
beef'!) prohiibits their use for particularly so in class.
Tepe, a charter member of the·
On the
such lofty purpose~. T·oday, an other hand, some, deep-browed, from age to age and generation
The Club's instructor, Sergeant organizatfon. To become a canoccasional airdale or dachshund hold' the opposite view, mutter- to generation-in form but not in Kenneth C. Fletcher, remarked didate, the student must have
or :fox terrier might be seen wan- ing vaguely about consciousness, spirit. · College life is as it is that in their initial results the received one or more citations
dering in the corridor, guided, stimulus, abnormals and the like. because "furi" is an integral part students of Xavier have display- from the !Military iDepartmen.t in
it must be stated, by three or Upon that· point there is little af it.
ed an encouraging aptitude for addition to requisites which the
four upperclassmen. The mod- agreement.
·the sport. Sergeant Fletcher has charter of the order determines.
ern generation evidently cannot
served as instructor on the range
That which is baldly described
compare with their forebearers as cheating in tests, quizzes, ex- R. 0. T. C. Basics At
at Ohio State University, where To become a member, the canin bringing livestock into hith- ams, or writs has been construed
there is also a Field Airtillery didate must be recommended by
Professor of iMilitary Science
I. U. "Just Tired" unit of the Reserve Officers the
erto sacred precincts.
by numerous students to be
and Ta'ctics. His recommendaTraining
Corps.
Initiations
merely putting the wits of the- tion is· then discussed by the
membership. If · the candidate
Hazing, too, was a popular student against those of the proThey have a clever frosh at Inreceives a:. majority vote he is
sport.
A freshman of a short fessor. Upon that basis there is diana University.
admitted to the org,anization.
period ago had to carry every- a feeling of satisfaction which
The tough lieutenant was adthing from a bundle of feathers arises in having put one over on dressing his men after the first
to a small safe to school with the professor. If the student is long grind ·around the parade
JOBS FOF NYA ·STUDENTS
his books, besides a shoe-shine cleverer than the professor by ground.
"All those who feel
writing
.the
important
dates
in
outfit and an adequate supply of
Three sterling silver . medals If a report of the National
history in the palm of his hand unable to march· around again
matches.
have been received by the Mili- Youth Administration is any inor in having all •of the informa- step forward."
At a certain northern college tion demanded "at his fingerAll the lads except O'lle freshie itary Department, it was disclosed dication, young college graduates
attended ·by the writer's brother, tips", it is reasoned, he should be stepped
ahead.
The "looie" iby !Major A. M. Harper this should have consideralble success
that individual was for.ced to allowed to inwardly revel in his looked at him and commented, w.eek. They are to be awarded in finding jobs tbis year. !Dewear a white, knitted baby's cleverness and profit by it. · But "Well, I'm glad I have one man to students of the iM.ilitacy spite the f~ct th~t business is ushood, a flowing piece of green if, on the other hand the pro- that likes to march."
Course at ithe annual Corps Area ually dull in summer, the Junior
cloth ludicrously termed a neck- fessor is cleverer than the pupil
·lnspection, which will occur in iPlacement Service· of the iNY:A
"Say,
lieutenant,
I'm
so
plum
tie, and -to carry his lbooks to at the game-look out!
tuckered I can't even take that the spring.
reports that it placed more than
class in a market basket laden
step
forward/'
crune
the
weak
medals
will
be
11,000 young people in private
One
of
the
Social Benefits
with two bricks. A long list of
voice from the rear.
a.warded to the cadet presenting jobs during July and August.
obligations and their. penalties
It is true, we believe, that the
for infractions accompanied these bulk of a person's fun in college
provisions.
Failure to conform comes in his relation to other
OH, DADO¥, LETS GO IN
to the regulations merited for persons than his professor&. The
AND SEE 1\-lE EXH1811'10N,
the recalcitrant
freshman a "bull sessions", usually held out~
'THERE ARE SOME FAMOUS
PAINTINGS HERE
whipping, an unwanted •bath, or side in clement weather and insome worthy form of punish- side in inclement weather is the
ment.
locale for the airing of recently
Today, hazing has 1been drop- heard jokes.
Now and then, it
ped in most colleges.
The fun must be admitted, a fresh, origithere is really-one-sided, 'being nal joke blossoms forth amid the
mostly for the sophomore class. musty recollections from our
In their place Freshman Rules father's days whose funniness
have been drawn up, entailing has stood the test of time. When
the wearin~ of freshman caps, two funny men get together with
ties, etc., among other provisions. sufficient spectators at these
At Xavier, a Ji'lreshman~Sopho gatherings a hilarious time re.more mixer supplants the hazing sul ts and many funny· things are
of yore, and quite successfully, said and done.
It is very entoo.
joyable to be on the sidelines and
watch this fu'nny performance,
Practical .Tok~g
we hear.
In general, there are two
The fun of organized athletics
sources or butts of a fun-lover's arising from knocking down an
WELL., CHV9SINS,
IN IHOSE DAYS
activity: a member of the fac- opponent for the glory of Siwash
. . "THEY DIDN'T HAVE
ulty, or a fellow student. Each or hitting a "homer" or eight suc'::(: "TOBACCO WITH 'THE.
·~;· l'llCH IASTE AND
of these offers a broad field for cessive foul balls is deep and
.. MELLOW MILONE.SS
developmen~.
well founded, but also ·.to:o- .;famOF PRINCE ALBERT
The fun m regar~ to a fac;il-1 iliar .to be mentioned moie than
~Y member, w~ bel~eve, co1~ists casually.
~n the self-satisfaction of hav~
"Day hops" have more freedom
mg P1;1t on.e o':'er on the prof. than the "dorm boys" and .conAt this pomt it must be :i;oted sequently a greater opportunity
that .not all students experience for fun during .the week. They
fun m the sa;ne way and from can go "Flo(entining" or "Capthe same devices. .Let us lo.ok ricing" almost any night of the
at a ~ev: ways of havmg fun with week. They can take out their
(or i~ it at) the professor.
girl friend any time ( or someIt ~s a trem~i:dous source of body else's girl friend) and have
fun, m the opuuon of some, to what is popularly known as a
The avenues for
an?OY the .prof~ssor by means. of "swell" time.
noise. T~1s nolSe .ca? be obta~n- fun for the "day hop" .are like1ed by ~ll~htly pursmg ~he lips wise too broad and too familiar
and emittmg a low 'Yhistle, · crr to mention.
even a barely percepbble popular tune.
An equally desirable
Vigorous Exercise
SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert.
If you don't find It the melloweat, tastiest pipe
effect may be obtained by emBesides .their weekends of fun,
tobacco you ever amoked, return the pocket tin
ploying any number of cheaip de- the boys in their home away
with the rut of the tobacco In It to us at any
vices that can ~ purchased at from home, find time for rpleastime within a month from this date, and we will
a notions store.
Even the .roll- ure.
A little wrestling or vigrefund full purchase price, plus postn11e. ·(Signed)
R. J. Reynold~ Tobacco Co., Wlnstou·Snlem, N. C,
ing of a number of sheets of pa- orous tussling with a neighbor,
per into balls and throwing them a game of handball or touchinto the corner wastebasket have 1 football, pool, or bowling is fun,
been known to distuvb the pro- they say.
fessor's equiliibrium.
1 It is fun also to tie a neighbor's
Another method of obtaining bei;i sheet into intricate knots or
pipefula of fragrant tobacco in
!un at the faculty member's ex- to pour water on his bed or mayevery 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert
pense is entitled the "debate". be a little . sand.
It . is also

Student Reiates Present
Conditions Existing In
Modern Universities;
Gives Experiences.

Pistol Club Seeks
To Slate Match
With ROTC Team

,.,. -----

Military Order
Selects Members
From Eligibles.

Medals Will 8e
Awa1·ded Students

I
I

1

So
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Rev. Curran
Will Address
Parishioners

Clef Club -·Director
In Third Season Here

Reverend Edward Lodge Curran will give the' second in the
Sunday evening· series: of addresses at St. Xavier Church
sponsored 1by the St. Xavier Conference of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul.
·
Father Curran, pastor of St.
Stephan Church, Brooklyn, will
•
,,
speak on 1'Modern Paganism
Sunday evening, November 7,
at 7:3(} P. M. He has distinguished himsel! as lecturer for
the New York Board of Educati•on and at the Catholic Summer
School of America. Besides being the .Catholk radio representative for the. diocese of Brooklyn,-- Father Curran is author of
various ·pa mph 1 et s such as
"Catholic Mexico," "Holy Year,'.'
and several others.
.
.
. .
. .
Together with bemg an I. C. Franklin Bens agam is givmg
T. C. lecturer to non-Catholics his "all" for the Xavier Univer-

Movies Of Recent
European. Travels
Shown At Tavern
Mermaid Tavern Alumni Return For Motion
picture Presentation
B Y Joseph A. Link.
Movies of the recent European
tour of Joseph A. Link, ·Tavern
alumnus,
were the feature of the
fi
rst All Patron meeting of the
Mermaid Tavern, Monday night
at the Fenwick Club. The motion pictures showed views of
England, Ire 1 and, Scotland,
France, Switzerland, and Italy.
Tavern Alumni who returned
to the first All Patron meeting
included, beside Link, Joseph
Kruse, Edward Voander!Haar,
charter host, Frank X. !Brearton,
John Brink, ALbert Muckerheide,
Riobert Beuter, Cliff Lang, and
Raymond McCoy.
Refreshments were served in
the cafeteria of the Fenwick

PAGE THREE

Club and the . regular literary
.program followed. iBrea~ton a
former host, read two di:-iginal
short-stories, one of :which will
.be included in the forthcoming
issue of "Alumni Topics.'1 • Cliff
Lang also read a short story and
John Fogarty, arts senior, coneluded with a sketch. ~he readings were followed by the usual
Initial appointments were made
criti!!isms.
this week for the 1938 Musketeer
·by editor Vincent E. Smith.
Smith announced that plans are
undel'Way to ·begin the annual
earlier than ihas tbeen the custom
in the past in order tha·t the distrilbution of the annual might not
I
be hampered by the close of the
year. According to present indicat 1"ons the Musketeer will make
V:incen~ H. Beckman, Jr:, arts Hs appearance early in the secsenior, will address the Evidence ·and semester.
Guild at t~e _regular. session of . Clifford E. Strohofer, Ph. B.
that organization tonight at 7:30 senior has been named photograP. M.
phy editor of the annual; assistThe Evidence Guild which is ants -to Strohofer will .be Jim
conducted 1by Fr. Warren J. Lily, Reese, sophomore, and Clarence
S. J., at St. Xavier Parish in Hollye, senior.
downtown Cincinnati, is an in- .In a statement issued immediquiry class which is held weekly •ately after his appointment,
throughout the year.
Strohofer announced that his deDuring the usual Thursday partment will 1begin work imevening program, one of the mediately. Several innovations
speakers is a Xavier University in the photography depar~ment
student interested in the work of 1will be introduced, the picture
the organization.
editor stated.

Strohofer To
Head Annual
Photography

Vincent Beckman

I s S p e a k e r At

. d M eet1ng
.
Gu 1

~~~~~ro~md~~iliy'cwm~
As~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
west, he maintains the position rector, he is an indispensible fix- !

of editor-in-chief of Light, the ture with the organization.
official magazine of I. C. T. S. Mr: Bens took over the reins
For several years he has ibeen a in the middle of the 1935-36 seamember o.f the Courts Commis- son. Under his leadership, the
sion for Brooklyn . Bureau of reputa:tion of the Clef Club has
Charities.
spread thl'oughout the MiddleReverend Francis x: Talbot, S. west.
·
J., gave his . address on "The
Catholic Church in A Hostile
World." two weeks ago. Father
TaLbot is editor of the America,
a national Catholic weekly publication, issued ·by a staff largely
comprised of memlbers of the Society of Jesus.
Noted for his ability to found
societies he is respons~ble for the A card party, initial activity of
org·anization of the Catholic Book the R. 0. T. C. Au:idliary, will
ClU!b, Spiritual Book Associates, take place on November 5 in the
and the Catholie Poetry Society. Biiology Building 1oblby.
The
affair •will begin at 2 iP. M.
He is likewise author of "Saint Mrs. Adam F. Meyer will act
Among Savages" and "Shining as general chairman for the parin iDarkness."
ty, iiv.!rs. A. Antonelli has been
Other prominent priests sched- named co-chairman.
uled to speak at St. Xavier Reception Committee: Mrs. A.
Church include Rev. Samuel K. G. Harper, Chairman; ~s. Frank
d p
Camm, Mrs. G. E. Wrockloff.
Card Committee: Mrs. James
Wilson, S. J., Rev. Wilfre ' arsons, S. J., iRev. James M. Gillis, T. Clea•r, Chairman;
.
,.,,._.
J • J•
av.u'S.
c. s. P., and Rev. Daniel A. Lord , Schmidt.
S. J.
Trophies Committee: Mrs. HarFather Samuel ·Wilson, profes- ry Geers, Chairman; Mrs. Louis
sor of Loyola University, will Tuke, Mrs. C. J. Donovan.
address the st. Xavier audience
Combination Awards Comm~t
on the evening of November 21, tee: Mrs. F~ank Kern, Chai;. h h
· "I·
d"
c n man; Mrs. Robert Saxton, MIS.
w:it ,, t e t~plc, mpen mg 0 - Richard Blum, Mrs. Ha·rry Ink-.
fhct. He is author of a ibook. -0n rot, Mrs. E. H. Niesen, Mrs. BerAmerican history and associate nard Baumann.
editor of Thought. Father WilTicket Committee: Mrs. V. H.
son has devoted a large portion Beckman, Chairman; Mrs. H. A.
of his career to the pursuit. of Koch, Mrs. G. A. Overlbeck.
historical projects, and is a mem- Refreshments Com~ittee: Mrs.
ber of various historical associa- Thomas Brown, Chairman; Mrs.
tions throughout the country.
A. Puttman, Mrs. G. Russell, Mrs.
.
h W. T. Armstrong, Mrs. E. J. CaFather Wilfred Parsons, w o hill.
will speak on "The iProblems of Publicity Committee: Mrs.· J.
Democracy" on December 12, is B. Casello. /
a professor in the graduate school The purpose of the affair is to
of Georgetown University; and ·afford an opportunity to univerhe is an ex-editor of the America. sity ·officials and mothers of R.
He has written several books and 0 ..T. C. students to ibec.ome betpamphlets· and he :has ibeen an ter acquainted and to give m~ch
f the u s cath- needed help for the growmg
.
'b
ac.t ive ~en: er 0 .
• •
needs of the military courses.
olic Historical Society.
·Reservations may be made by
Father Jaqi.es M. Gillis, C. S. contacting iiv.!rs. fo.dam Meyer,
P., is scheduled to speak on Jan- WAlbash 2703, and Mrs.. Vinuary 16, 1938, on the subject, cent Beckman, W.Aibash 2340.
"Why Be Moral?" He is editoOr
of The Catholic Worl~ a,~d is a
prominent speaker on:·ffie Catholic Hour over NBC.~ iA.mong his
other achievements ·he is,responsi:ble for the authorship and publication of four or· five ibooks.
As a elimax· to the series of
"Alumni Topics" official publispeakers ill'ather Daniel Lord will cation of the Xavier University
deliver an address entitled "Rev- Alumni' Association which has
olutionary Religion" on the 6th beeri in make-up f.or the past
of February. Father Lord, or- two weeks will make its first apganizer of national Catholic so- pearance of the year, next week ..
The "Topics," edited jointly by
cieties and editor of The Queen's Paul W. Barret and Charles S.
Work, is a famous author and Blase will present articles by the
critic. Among the books which Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S. J., '12,
are ·ascribed to his genius are and Frank X. Breal'ton, '33 as
"Armchair Philosophy" and ''My well as personality. items on the
Mother."
activities of the Alumni.

ROTC Friends
Will Sponsor
Card-~ Party
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Alumni Topics To
Make 1937 Debut
Ed"itedB y B arret

•
brogue
a new Scotch grain

6.75

Already popular for eithe~ campus or town wear at other leadingr
universities this Crosby Square shoe fits the particular needs of
Xavier University men who find it socially · desirable to come .
downtown often. An authentic adaptation of the famous British
Brogue, made from imported Scotch grain leather in brown or black.
Built for stu1·dy, rugged winter wear, with the utmost in smartness.
- All sizes, of course. Exclusive in Cincinnati with Mabl~y and Carew.
i

Second Floor
,·,,

Mahley &,"~arew
lii•••••••••••illl•••••••••lllilllli••••••••••••••••lli
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS the poland terrace-

HALLOWE'EN HOP,
SPONSORED BY
STUDENT COUNCIL

they most certainly prefer to da._ Aside
from the dictates of good judgment and
right reason which should guide the Catholic college man· to conduct himself in a
gentlemanly manner at all times in order
that· he might. serve as an example of
of Catholic training and education, 'there
are particular local rules which are catalogued for the .benefit of the student. It
is expedient that the student inform himself upon these parti<::ulars in order the
better to guard himself against lapse.
It is not to be gathered that the Union
House will have the air of a morgue, its
cold and dreary walls lined with predisposed pince-nez lantern jawed professors
simply itching to find fault with this· day
and age. . The Union House will be a
scene of enjoyment, wholesome fun and
gaiety. No one is going to judge the students while mixing among them, pencil
and note pad in hand.
The students will judge themselves ...
They are not asked to be solemn and bluelawish; they are asked to conduct themselves as they would have someone behave
in his own home.
The 1Student Council invites the entire
student body to be its guests at the nrst
social affair of the season, the Hallowe'en
Hop. It's free, it's fun, it's for everybody.

NOTICES HAVE been placed upon the
1bulletin board, public ann~unceme~t
has been made to the students, and yet
some must trod upon the terrace sod. The
majority of people, unacquainted with
Entered as second-emss matter February 18, Xavier, get an impression of the institu1937, nt the post office at Clnclnn11tl, OWo, under
tion solely from the exterior appearance
tho Act or lllarch 8, 1879.
of its buildings as they pass along Victory SUNDAY AFTERJNOON the Union
Subscription: Per Year $1.50
Parkway. How much Victory for the stuHouse will open its doors to the first
dents .is there in a view of the school .from social !function of the school year, nor is
that front?
The trees, the shrubs, the it an ordinary social function.
1937
Member
1938
flowers, the terracing, the rock garden beThe Hallowe'en Hop, as the affair has
J:.\ssocioted Colle5iale Press
tween the tines of the . fork in the steps been so appropriately named, will have
leading Up to the various buildings are all more than one significance for the stuvery beautiful. As a matter of fact one dent !body.
The prime purpose of this
must wonder as he notes this one blot on reception and dance, which is being sponthe escutcheon, just whether or not sored entirely by the Student Council, is
those steps are too ornate for student use, to introduce new Xavier students to the
or whether perhaps there is a course in social program of the year at Xavier.
ridge-running at this Xavier University. _.,Consequent to this purpose is the aim
The earthy-yellow broken path ·Which that Xavier freshmen become acquainted
Member: Jesuit College Newspaper Assoclntlon. cuts the green5ward of the -terrace in a with students at Cincinnati's two CathoNational C'ollege Preas Association, Ohio Collea-e
crazy, jagged fashion, ridiculously resem- lie women's colleges.
These two purNewspaper Assoel11tlon.
Rl!.PRl:SENTKD POA NATIONAL ADV&RTIOINO BY
bles the lightning-like part seen in the poses stand foremost in the list of signifihair of a slapstick' comedian.
Yet it cance for Xavier men.
National Advertising Service, lnC'.
Co/1111 P11b/IJ/i1n R•~•S1nlatlU1
isn't comedy. There is no excuse for .deIt is an important thing that freshmen
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N, Y.
facing the terrain; there is no reason why .become .familiar with the program of soCHICAGO • BDITON • Los ANGILEll • SAH FRANCISCO
the lazy man in a hurry should have a cial activities both on and off ·campus.
self-made monument at ·the school's front The 1Student Council has made an espeEditor ...........; ........ EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JB.
cial effort this year to show the student
Business l\I1111nger ........ BOGER J, IUcDEBMOTT door.
---x~---Were the steps not there for the stu- body that it will shoulder the responsiROBERT CU]l[l\IINS
Managing Editors CHARLES L, McEVOY
dent use with a double duct enhancing bility Of initiative and enterprise if they
DONALD Ill. llllDDENDORF
accessibillty, the very same g~oup which will b~t show their appreciation by_ co'
{ JACIC A. JONES
News Editors ..... RAYMOND J, WILSON, JR, insists upon pell-melling down the face operation.
JACK E. FOGARTY
of the terrace would .be the first continThat the .Student Council has seen fit
BY JOHN FOGARTY
Fenture Editors • JAJ\lES J, HAUSMAN
CLAR:f!lNCE F. HOLLEY
gent to complain about the difficulty in to reciprocate the kindness7s which. h~ve
Sports Editor .................. ALBERT A, STEPHAN descending the hill,
about the exertion already been shown to Xav1er iby Cmcm- ~OW OPEN that hatch Admiral,
Sports Asslstnnt ............................. JACIR l\IACKEY and delay in negotiating the rise when in n. a ti's Cat.holic women's c. alleges, is in 1 _:_
we're coming up from amidship wjth
Art Editor ...................... ,WILLIAM J, F. BOLL
a hurry to make a class on time.
. itself. a tn~ute t? t~e ~eno~tsness . and a sack or two of real good stuff-alright,
FRANK L, LUKEN
. .Since the appeal has been made to the foresight with which it views its duties.
with a sack. Sunday afternoon should
Clopy Editors ••••• ELl\IER J. GRUBER
JOHN J. BRUDER
student body to refrain from cutting this
The underlying aims of this campus see a pack of happy pans in the Union
ALEXANDER W. HECK
are of no less import, but their saP ath over the school's front yard, the de- affair
.
l\IEL VIN TEPE
House, beaming with joy and perspiracrease in the number of transgressors has 1iency
is of a di'fferent nature.
Assistant& ............. PAUL BECIKlllAN
tion as the one, the only, the original getLEN O. DONLIN
been appreciable.
f 'By .utiliz~g ~~edUn;on Hous.~ ~r ~~cial acquainted dance begins ipicking up
PAUL·J. GEERS
Since the appeal has been made to the unct~ons t e
u en Counci as 1 een speed.
All the freshmen are expected
Francie X, lllcNcrney
John Brown
111
Clmrlea Phnhler
Francis p, Burke
student
body
to
refrain
from
cutting
this
abl?
•
past
years
t~ reduce ~he expense to turn out and upper classmen are also
Edward Ill. Ry11n
P11ul C, Centner
Jock Schuh
Lawrence Helm
path over the school's front yard, the in- :Vhich 15 regularly i?cu~red 111 condu~t- 1being looked for-all those veterans of
Melvin c. Tepe
Robert Kissel
sistent
dolts become more and more con- mg a dance, and which 15' of course, m-· many a wolfing campaign.
Let's hope
Rtcb.ard Weingartner
Robert Koch
spicuous.
Wake up and live!
creased by 0 campus dances.
It ~as "Super·-wolf" Hefele favors us with his
been proven m the past that the Umon
--,--x:---House can .be prepared and decorated in expansive presence.
Since that damsel
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1937
publicizing. the ldanan attractive manner for,dances and so- from Ft. Thomas left for California, Jim
cials of all kinds. With the whole-heart- Flick has been resting on the side lines,
THE
· t o the f ray w h eneve1· h e
achievernent1 , .. KU KLUX KLAN is again making ed ·cooperation of the student body the read y t o d-ash m
the first page. Several incidents of
e an openi'ng
A very sn·appy debate
AVIER ORJDER of Military Merit, the fiery crosses during the past month have Council will be enabled to make improve- se s kn eked off· the program of the Phi
0
ments upon the Union House interior was
the society· of the fourragere, the new- 1
been reported.
Then last ·week a local which will lend to the atmosphere for the lopedian Society when it was. decided that
est student organization on the campus.
daily paper carried ·the picture of the in- various occasions. Let it be understood the Junior Ring Committee topic was too
Seven men only attained the heights of sfallation of Klan officers in Covington,
h t t h dl
St J 0 hn U came thru
that there is not a move afoot to bring 0 0 an e.
·
·
leadership, character, and scholastic enKi:!ntucky.
There are reports, more- all dances on campus.
Quite the con- with this: Mary had an Elgin watch, she
deavor during the initial year of iR. 0. T. over, that since the newly appointed Su!lowed 1·t· 1't's gone Now every t1'me
•
• ·
C. at Xavier University which earn for P reme Court Justice Black has 1beeh ac- trary, these informal dances held in the swa
that Mary walks ti·me marches on
We
Union
House
will
aid
·in·
keeping
those
'
·
one an invitation to Xavier's honorary cused of Ku Klux Klan affiliation, the
·
·
th
t
I
bout
the
thi'rd
quar
affairs off campus which have ibeen held imagme a a -0ng a
military organization.
To honor these robed organization is again active.
·
t
f th N 0 t D
iN
Elmer
off campus in recent years in popular and er o
e
·re ame- avy game
men and to honor the men in the futUl'e
The Klan's request that -their picture fitting places about the city.
The Stu- was layden with a pile of woe. Whoa!
who might fulfill the rigid requisites for
be
published
is
undoubtedly
a
publicity
dent
Council
is
attempting
to
add
to the While big ol', rough ol', gruff ol' Fred
membership, -the military department stunt. Once the newspapers exposed the.
reserve
which
has
.been
built
U1J
in
the Nebel was strapping on ·his snow-shoes
procured a plaque .for perpetual display
Klan;
now
the
Klan
is
using
the
newstreasury
within
the
past
several
years,
for the Canisius game, Rtith was buck
at the military bulletin; upon the plaque
papers
for
publicity.
We
hope
that
our
·in
order
to
insure
against
failure
in
the
and wingin' it with last season's quarterwere engraved the firs~ seven names on
Our simple soul is entirely in
a list which will grow in· a parallel with newspapers immediately cease to ibe press future, in order to assure the student back.
agents
·for
this
"hooded"
fraternity
that
body
that
the
high
calibre
of
formal
iuncagreement
with Nixon Den ton's proposed
the success of the Reserve Officers Traintions will ·be continued aga~n this year. Xavier-U. C. football game.
Said the
ing Corps unit at Xavier Proudly the specializes in burning crosses.
Religious
and
racial
prejudice
fills
the
Only
if
the
students
respond
and
show
dean_
of
women:
"The·
best
thing
for you
plaque exhibited last Wednesday, Octomany
soiled
pages
of
the
history
of
this
their
willingness
to
patronize
the
affairs
is
to
give
cigarettes,
liquor
and
men."
ber 20, by 'Friday it had been disfigured.
From that Thanksgiving day in on campus will the larger functions, "What's the next best thing?" asked the
. A ;!Judding glypt.Qgrapher who should be group.
(We aon't know where that one
nipped had set to work; no ibrad, awl or 191·5, when the Ku Klux Klan was estab- which are annual highlights, be contin- co-ed.
chisel did this man need, such artistry as lished by William' Joseph Simmons, "a ued successes for the Council, for the stu- came from). MacKewen's old flame hitting the spots with U. C.'s No. 1 thespian.
his required only some such instrument preacher, travelling salesman and an ex- dent .body and for the school.
There is another point in this dance, a Willie ;Pohl's snappy manner is due, in a
as a common pen-knife, or simple rough- perienced promoter of fraternal orders",
on Stone Mountain near Atlanta, Georgia, test point- for the students.
Some five large measure, to- the time he spends with
edged key.
hatred for the Catholic, the Jew, the Ne- years ago, permission was given to the Ginger.
She was only a :fisherman's
That the artificer took it upon himself gro and the Alien was the pledge of every student body to conduct the larger af- daughter, but she never. got hooked-or
to sign not his name, humility prevented member. ·Enmity of the iNegro was a sur- fairs, such as the Junior Prom, Senior don't you like that dory? Stand lbaCk!!
him from adding his own signature, but viva! from the first Ku Klux Klan of Re- Ball, the Frosh.,Soph Hop and other Bob Tuke, a one man ring committee, got
the school symbol, "X", for thus was he construction Days; rancor for the Catholic dances in respectable and desirable lo- rid of his high school joolery, and now
giving -e:icpression to the opinion of the was borrowed from the earlier Know cales in Cincinnati. This permission was Mary Batche has an extra one. Congratschool is an indication of his unselfish- Nothing Group ·and The American Protec.: given with the proviso that good .be- ulations to the Prom Queen of '36, Marness.
Be big-hearted and let everyone tive Association. Hatred of the JCWJ and havior, respectable conduct and edifying guerite Chartier, who will tread a measget some credit for it; indict everyone.
the Alien were new tenets in their creed. demeanor as Catholic gentlemen be main- ure down the aisle on November fourth.
What a clean piece of work, a master~
Now after the Klan has been dead for tained.
The campus was silent,
piece for a moron; no one had seen him, a decade, are 'We going to let it once
Whether or not a minority of the stuThe boys were all glum,
he had done the work without spilling a again rise to the heights of the early dent body think this proviso .to ;be taboo,
For while Goodman was swingin'
drop of blood. 'T~t is, he hopes that no "twenties"?
Must ·we ~gain submit to whether or not a minority of the- student
The Philco went dumb.'
one saw him; of course he couldn't be ab- wholesale threats, floggings, tar-and- ibody believes that good conduct and beIf things run true to form, there should
solutely sure!
featherings and even murders? We will havior is the .best ad which the student be a herd of Xavier bo_ys on hand for the
This was a gesture of gratitude to the experience these same scenes again, if body can present from Xayier 'to the on- _fling at the Mount tonight. One can alefforts of the Military Department. Quiet- our newspapers continue to give their looking public, whose ranks are greater ways recognize them by that hungry look.
ly the plaque w.as taken in and nothing pages for the publicity of this group. For than one might tend to ·believe.
And once they gather 'round the·refreshwas said. ·It is the duty of the society of it was the emotional effect of burning
Since the permission •was granted tnere ment table you can almost tell what year
the fourragere, not as the fourragere, hut crosses and parading in white robes that never has been provocation of any sort they are in; although some are first class
as the or.ganization of the school,_most di- brought many members into the Klan in which would lead to the withdrawal of scavengers by the second month of freshrectly a'l'fected, to find the crac~pot and its earlier outburst. ·Let the newspapers this trust placed by the facuJ.ty in X-men. man year.
Holy cats, what if there is
· expose him for the good of the school.
of our nation refuse to grant cheap pub- The Hallowe'en Hop will be the norm of no refreshment table-we're lost the capFor his own good, before anyone step in, licity to the Klan ·by not printing attrac- conduct for this school-year. The behav- tain shouted as he stumbled o'er the
let him step out of ·character long enough tive accounts of their weird performances ior displayed 'Sunday afternoon will be the dead!! The student body at South Car: · quietly to confess, lest some one on the and the Ku Klux Klan will remain in its criterion, will lbe the indication by which olina U. banned all drinking at footlball
· News staff suddenly remembers that he self-dug grave forever.
the school authorities will become justly games; maybe it doesn't get yery cold
J. A. Jones.
recognized the man.
wary or continue in their graciousness, as down thar.

Published weekly during the school
year by the students of Xavier
University from their offices in Room
56, of the ·Biology Building. Phone
JEfterson 3220.
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Strictly
Speaking
~

,By

VINCENT E. SMITH
~ AMERLCAN NEWSPtA!PEIR,

in a desperate attempt to recover its departing c;lominion
over .the mind of man,-is, it is
apparent, in a sta·te of transformation. The simple comparison
between the present day metropolitans and, say, the dailies of
·twenty years ago clearly indicates that a ,break with tradition
is separating the two from day
to day and that, unfortunately,
the change is directed toward
somewhat questionable ends.
The whole matter, I think, can
be summarized thus 1 y: the
American man, guided by his
typically Lilberal philosophies,
resents the editorial entreaties
of any such authority as the
newspapers. Secondly, carrying
out that Liberal philosophy to its
inevitaible strangulation of intellectual and moral ideals, the average mind in America today
craves more of the sensational,
less of the disagreeaible, and a
consuming sense-amusement in
place of ,the ideals that came
happily close to reali:llation almost seven centuries ago.
FIRST condition has, I
T HE
1believe, /been so often mentioned and confuted that to reould ibe a
fleet upon it here W
h ac k ney ed process. Th e h "'"ory
,_...
of western civilization from the
time that Liberalism, or more
precisely the Religious Revolutions of the sixteenth century,
first sprang
forward
into tha· Eu.
d
't
rope umte~ un er one ~~ ori Y
~tte~ to its _utte.: futility ~nd
its mnate .ai;iti-soc1~ te~denc1es.
For ~he spmt of iL1beralJSm ~as
and is more than a speculative
philosophy. · U is a normative
science, reposing on the selfcontradictory tenet that man
must be free, must lbe released
from ~ll. authority.
(An~ this
latter item must apply, logically,
in civil matters as .well as religious, and must log1cal~y be taken to i.ncl1;1de the re.action toward
the editorial authorit~ of a news~
paper.) ~~r c~tur~es of allef
~ance to ' era m as, ac~or mg to the nature of ·the philosophy itself, made men free-th~nkers, reserving the. ra_ther ~ub1ous
right to settle within their own
minds what editorials had formerly sought to determine! Thus,
from the legislation and revised
foreign polici~s, from t?e n:ia~e
of current hIStory, which, it IS
admitted, has baffled even the
experts in a particular field, m_an
is supposed to form a clear opmion on public affairs. With no
physical means of learning of the
qualifkations, .say, of a candidate
for office, the pr-0,letarian is supposed to know those qualifications so as to vote intelligently
and conscientiously.
SECON1D J.'I\EM involves a
THE
somewhat more complex process of historical developments.
Liberalism left men free from
tihe authority of a supernatural
reHgion, according to its very nature, left men to form their own
religions, each one distinctive,
and so made it possible for the
selfish, greedy, bourgeois mind
to justify i·tself. Calvinism,- by
its doctrine of pre-destination,
divorced terre5tial life from all
connection with the supernatural, and Luther's famous dictum
of sin and belief today, by an
unavoidable evolution, allow and
even encourage a pragmatic philosophy of life. ·lt was these two
religions which dominated formative America. Hence it is that
with none of the sotbering
thoughts of their lost tradition
in the Church, ·men today can
spend their lives in a quest after
the sensational. Hence, it is that,
with intellectual and moral matters in iil repute ibecause of their
restraints in practical life, man is

free _to wallow in such pleasures ~
as re~ding of murder sto:ies,
rOlbbenes, and other headlmed
crimes of the day.

I
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It's just what all you ~ ~· : i v : v : : ·~ :r.~ A~+~A~A!x•
little boY.s n~ed to make you big
:~
and strong l~ke I am. Tell your '~
~
Bi'
mother to get some for you to- .,
a,
ELMER J. GRUBER
day....." Some one should open y_,.;,
. . . • • _. _ ·,.AA a
HE NEWSRAPERS AiRE, for
a sponsor school.
·
• ! ! • :v: : : : v • •A!"•·•·•·:·?·:·:·: : v
the most part, operated iby
The Band has, this year, been
men with the Liberal philosoYes, .dialers, here I am. No
a subject of much vitriolic and
phical ideals. And m~re than poll news~ !1~ poll results, no lethortatory writing· and speaking.
that, these ideals are being sat- -ters ?f critiCism-yet, here I am.
We have. seen articles appearing
isfied 1by the press because o.f Arent you glad? (This par.athe financial greed of its owners. graph was longer, but-the edit-in the News, letters written to
or has the •blue pencil, Bruder).
the editor, and more than a little
* * •
I t:.' U~
discussion in the halls. Every
'Ilhe high 1 i g h t of Walter
one of these opinions has urged
O'Keefe's "Town Hall" broadmembership in the band; they
cast is certainly not hard to pick _
h
d
d
h
out. IA.lthough hidden as just
ave enounce
t e mercena·ry
another skit in his news review,
attitude of the former and prosBY
it takes precedence over all the The Editor of the \News:
pective members; they have preJIM BAUSMAN.
other acts o~ the . ~rogram. It
In the last issue of the News sented playing for the school or· · · · - - - - - - - : • sation
featuresbetween
a s1de-sphttmg
converh
· l a d-- gan1'zat1'ons as a fine act of co ltwo spectators at t ere appeare d an ·ed'itoria
. The chess player who slippe~ some gala event. Try it! Better vocating the resumption of the lege spirit and loyalty. But to
mto the U. C. •?ackfi~ld wouldn t hurry though; -waiter O'Keefe custom of placing a list of the date n.o one has criticized the athave been noticed if he hadn't retire~ in favor of Fred Allen students activities beside his cap titude of the college authorities.
holler.ed "che~k" ever~ ~ime they some time in November.
·
and gown picture in the Annual. If the student 1body is disloyal,
got
m
scormg.
position.
The
*
*
The
writer justified
this 'advothose in charge are un-<businesssame fellow got m trouble at the
,
.
.
.
Florentine Room. While mournIts a goo~ :thm~ WOPO h~s cac?' b~ stah:1~ that anythmg like.
ing with several of his fellow news. T~at s al~ that keeps It which I~ re~m1s~ent of college
Probably the most important
sufferers, he unwittingly holler- from havmg nothmg.
days .which is fittmg and proper office of a college band is its aped "check!" once more. A near* ·* *
to the annual belongs in the an- pearance at the gridiron tilts, and
·
:i...
h"',.
Our fa· vor1'te, -"Red" Bavber ' nua1.
•by waiter
hear d h'·1m an d :uroug
a college which plays its . home
him the check. He didn't lose his has inaugurated a new type of This statement is, perhaps, games without the benefit of a
~dng, but he lost quite a bit of "man in the street" pro-gram. true, 1but there would ibe gener- musical body to entertain the
Jack.
Styled as the "Man in the Neigh- al and vehement disagreement spectators during the nalf and
ibodhood," he visits the residen- on all sides were· it to be carried interest in them during the reSt
., tial sect~ons of :the city and in· d
h' h
h t
,.,.
Short, Short Poem:
s· w icl
eac
terviews housewives in their own Out l·n all respects. ·We would tperio
k
t
b earn· mu.,,.
l ·
u.·c.
·
·
have, for- instance,· a page devot- a e, is, a mos su concious ':f,
homes. It will be interestmg to
classified as small fry by 'the
R. I. P.
note how this. riew twist in in- ed to the conditions and failures spectato'rs. Collegiate music
terviewing fares with the puiblic. of all the graduating class mem- seems to· ibe essential to a foot'l'he premiere, October 25,. (1:00 hers. !Surely -that is reminiscent .ball game. Next to. the team. itiDear Jim:
What would you do albout peo- p .. zn., over WSAI), was easily up _:.very painfully reminiscent, I self the iband is the best adverple who ii; a poll to determine to :the Barber standard.·
fear. 1We would also carry some tise~ent '.:a school .has;. the two
our favorite SJ?Ol"ts announcer ··...: ~ . '· . . * * *
sort of an item to the effect Joe actually complement each other,
cast _votes for Mickey Mouse, the -.Things we could do without: Q. Stick was suspended from the so that both are necessary to. the
Singmg Lady, ~etty Gra?le, Al The ."upish" . pronunciation of University for two weeks for enjoyment of the afternoon by
Stephan, and Jim (Providence) either and neither so many an- .
bl'
t b'll' d
iF ·ther the. spectators. F1or it must be
H aus m a n?.
. . . . .gam mgId al' t I iarths.
ur who' pomte
. d out t h at d'ff
...
1
nouncers seem to. d eli gh t m
I eren. peop e
"While Dialing" Elmer.
static , . , Jimmie Scri'bner's wh e wbou dis .a11d f e mt~n
come to. th.ese tilts for different
Answer: Tsk, tsk, very silly. "Johnson· Family" ... Jack Hal- ·. ave een .roppe . rom ~ v~r~ reasons; true, they. all come to
But don't y.ou ,worry, Elmer, no ey as an air comedian . . . ·those ious . orgamzatrnns fo~ m1ssmg see a football game, ibut to many
one will hear about it as long as long-winded comm er c i a 1 s we meetmgs, general lassitude and of them the game itself is not
. confi ned to your column. .know aren't true .. , Edgar A. u.nadapta.bility.
sufficiently entertaining ·to wari't is
After reading "W'hile Dialing" Guest's "It Can Be Done" . . . No student-possibly there are rant in their estimation the ·out
(as a penance), I have decided ''.'l'he Goldbergs" ... the bad ef- a few exceptions-would want to lay of cash which a first class
that the only dialing you do is feet street-car lines and high- see these on the "chief memento collegiate struggle entails. The
on a telephone.
tension wires have on automiibile which the college graduate takes man. who has been bro.ught ·up
radios.
with him"· yet they are reminis- playmg football, espe.c1~lly. ~he
.
* * *
.'
. one who has played It m high
He Mtaydbe st"'!llee:tt andtsfull of v1m . J~ck Benny's idea of a per.feet cent.. r~ is nohit. nhec7ssary ,to. pr1~t school or college, knows all the
1
1
And . en er .
c,u '
. program: One in which he is the everythmg w c is renums~en · fine points of the game and can
But 1 ~ you think 1 ll m~rry him hero in ·which he can have the It has kmg b.een n:Y. private fully appreciate the game. He
My friend, my chum, you re nutz! tbest 'jokes,. in which. he can "get and ever so hum~le opm10n that car~s little for the sideshows
even" with· the rest of the cast annuals serve chiefly as an ex- which the cheer leaders and
Though this hoy's folks are real- for "picking on him," in which pensive and extravagant monu- 1band. fu,rni_sh; he concenrtra,tes on
1
And ~:;a~e town of Llma
Don Wilson doesn't mention his ment to the egotism of a few ac- the play itsel~. However, such
I just won't marry Mr. Nass
six delicious fia,vors, in ·which he tive individuals. On every other men are relatively scarce and a
. I
can play 'his violin without in- page, is a picture of the campus football team could i::iot depend
For my first name is . ma.
terruption from ~ary and Ken- "efficiency expert" and on the solely upon th~m for ~t~ support
The endurance prize goes to ny. Too ibad that can't be ar- alternate pages is his second-inThere are, m. addition, many
ranged Jack
·
,,
.
who understandmg the rules and
"Hay Hair" Puttmann .wh~ pit~h'
* *
command.
The machve mai;, esse~tials of the game, cannot
ed for two years while m high
Did you know? , .. that ~ate however who must pa?' fo~ his appreciate every little detail as
school.
Smith had to be coaxed to make annual whether he likes it or the first type can. Provided there
her first microphone appearance not, is dismissed in a mob scene is enough of .what people like .to
Famous Last Words:
. . . ihat Deanna Duribin is now class picture and -the next four call color, these latter enjoy at
"My children and I have come in production on a new picture, .pages are eulogisms _of the tending football games just as
to ,vi.sit, :rou for the w;ek-end." "Mad. Albo~t Music" . . . that a school's ·~big gun."
much. .~hey like to see the col
'Thats where you re wrong, man interviewed on the "Vox
Very true is the statement of lege spirit, .the band, the cheers
coach."
.
Pop" program defined hydraulics the editorialist that membership and a game, played without·these
"Where's my mterfe~ence? I as writings of ancient Egyptians .
ul ory in no organization; appur.tenances, is, ~o them, unin
thought sure they said around ... that Jane Froman, the song- is comp s
.
.
.
teresting. To a last group of
right end."
stress, is a dead shot with a rifle ibut not always true 1~, ~is re- fans, those ·Of the gentler sex, the
"You can't hit me-I have and can clip the lighted end off mark to. th~ effect that h 15 was collegiate . color is almost · the
glasses on."
a dgaretie at 100 feet . . . Did the choice m regard to extra prime reason for their attend
"How would you like a blind you?
curricular-activities." Some stu- ance. They appreciate little of a
date 'for the Mount Dance?"
* * *
dents must work their way football game beyond the spec
"Look! I can hang from this Our new budding network, the through school; others may be in tacular, and ar.e, very likely, just
lii;;ib with one .ha;t;d!"
VflN! . .l~ne, presei;its unendin~ poor health and thus pre~7nted as much thrilled ~Y the ~erform
May I cut m?
poss~b1~hes. Imagme sof!le un- from participat~on in activities.
an?e o~ the cheer~ng sect.ion as a
11
.Dad, I wrecked your car."
suspectI?g announ·cer cuttmg .the . Under the editorial's proposed drive. mto the lme which nets
.
sweet silence of a starry mght
.
t'
·s fur- one or two yards.
No more loose football wiU be wHh: "This is the WLW line set-up, the mac ivhe 1?an ~·
.
In view of these facts, we can
tried
from Chicago through Cincinnati ther snublbe_d by a':' 11:1g ~s pie- not help concluding that to about
Our boys no longer are "untied.'' to New York and all points east ture and mmute activity hst ap- half of our fans, the collegiate
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , with a half-hour stop-over at pear on a page next to the "pres- color is n·ecessary to 'bringin.g
Buckeye Lake."
ident of everything."· This may them through the tu,rnstiles. And
* * *
lbe a very pleasant memory for if we admit that it is so, we must
The Mermaid Tavern
·We Catholics have quite a fair aforementioned "be all" and may ,wonder that the college does not
Boards, First Half representation in radio-that is, flatter his already. puffed vanity do more to create color, ito spon
if you consider Bing Crosby, Don to the breaking point; but the sor a really fine iband. A long
Ameche, Tyrone Power, Spenc~r student who worked his way step .was taken when t~e nevi:
Tracy and Jack Haley fa 1 r throu h school, will prO!bably not strikmg, and very attractive um
Nov. 8-Sores' Bighday.
representation
Personally
I
. g
h
h forms were purchased for the
Nov. 15-Martinmas Highday. think we're d~in all right. '
enJOY ·the an~ual as muc as e team; is it asking too ~uch for
* *g *
wc;mld have liked to.
the college to spend a httle cash
Nov. 29-Tbanksgiving HighSome ·sponsor~ must rate the
The annual is for e~eryone, for in s~~sidies .to .ban~ ,members
day. (All-Patron)
intelligence of . the average lis- everyone must buy i_t, ~~d not subs~d17s ~h1ch will be a~ply
Dec. 6-St. Nicholas Tavern.
tener very low, very, very low. for a few exalted md1v1duals. re~a1d m 1mpr.oved gate receipts?
Dec. 13-Childennas Highday. Those cereal commercials, espe- For ;these reasons· l would sug- ~t is, to our mmd, only .good bus
cially, are an insult to intelli- gest that the policy of the an- ii;iess. ~ good iband, :with attrac
Dec. 20-Cherub Highday.
gence. Listening to them, one is nual with respect to the Senior tive u~1forms,, and able to per
Dec. 27-Christmas Tavern.
led to believe that all Jimmie section remain as it has been for form m~erestmg mane. u v er s
(All-Patron)
Foxx "Babe" Ruth Carl Hub- .
Th
tI've would 1mJneasuraibly improve
'
th e a tt.en· d ance fig ur e s a nd •·.by
ibell ' "Le:!ity" Gomez,
Mel Ott, the past ·two years. h et ac
d f
lfth N . ht T
Jan. 3-Twe
ig
avem and' !Bill Dickey do is shout to men would not. be c ea e
or appealing to the women and t~e
Jan. 10-Eyas Highday.
the heavens: " - is the best they ~ave ~ractically the whole o~casional spectators, ~ake XaJan. 17-Honoraries Highday. cereal ever. I eat it every morn- book m which to cavo.rt.
v1.er foot'!:>all popular with Que~n
ing. It surely is swell. H's wonRaymond J. 'Wilson, Jr.
City fandom.
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T
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HAUS About It
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*

It looked like the four
seasons spent all their force
In one afternoon in the
Canisius con it es it. Rain,
sleet, hail, snow, all had
their turn.

,Xavier University News
,s P 0 R T S

Even though it wasn't
C hr i st m as, the f<;>otball
squad presented Clem
Crowe with a tie in Buffalo
last Sunday.
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XAVIER SQUAD TOTACKLE CENTRE
Harrington To
Be Started In
Colonel

Trio Of l(entucky Colonels

Xian, softened up by a fooling
Fordham team.
Boston College-North Carolina
State-'Here's where we really
get down to sticking our neck
out. Boston College by \two
touchdowns and nobody to blame
lbut ourselves.
Pitt-Carnegie Tech - Getting
tired for Pitt ever to bog down,
_we'll concede them this one and
the city title with the win.
Indiana - Nebraska - Here's
something for you boys who saw
the Hoosiers last ·week to quibble a:bout. Despite the facit that
Nebraska holds one of the most
coveted wins of the season under
its belt, we cast our lot with Bo's
iboys. What odds!
Cincinnati-Ohio Wesleyan Surprise! The famine is over!
Here's the one win of the season
which we can see for the Bearcats. The Bishops will get a
clawing over iby some anxious
starvlings.
Columbia-Cornell _..: iNow that
Brown has p~oven that Sid
!Luckman can be stopped, "The
Big Reds" will trip up the Lions
to emerge from a two' week

I

....---------------------------!

slump after setting the East a.fire
earlier in the season.
Minnesota-Notre Dame-Minnesota .breezed over a good Michigan club and then rested for two
weeks, 1but that still doesn't convince this corner. The Irish have
1been waiting too long for this
one, their style may ibe cramped
away from home, :but we give
them more than a touchdown
win. This may be sheer sympathy; look for a whole new Irish
.baclclield.
Dayton-Western Reserve-Just
two tough games out of five
stand between Reserve and one
of the bowl invitations. This is
one of those games. Give this to
the 'Red Cats on sheer will to
win; Fliers, coming fast, will not
ibe disgraced.
Detroit-Villanova-The Titans
ibroke even with Villanova in a
double-header last year. This is
the rub'ber game of the series
and we concede to the Wildcats
on all around power.
Holy Cross-Temple - Two of
the most -over-rated teams in the
east -to baUle for something or
other._ The Owls have it.

It's the Pray.in' .Colonels, suh,
who come from down in Kaintuck to face the somewhat ruffled ·
Musketeers at Xavier Stadium
Saturday afternoon.
The powerful little team f;rom
·centre, fre;h from impressive
showings in earrly season games
:against .strong opponents, meets
Xavier in the twelfth renewal of
their traditional rivalry which
has always treated Cincinnati
footiball fans to a spectacular
brand of football.
· -il.i'rom all indications, Saturday's tilt should bear that quality out. Coach Ed. Kubale has
come up with another good team
at Centre-perhaps his strongest ·
in five years-and, to date, has
compiled a good record against
such teams at Indiana U., losing
Three Colonel Stalwarts, two
only by a 12--0 score, Oglethorpe
backfield men and one lineman. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and Chattanooga.
A center will lead Centre against
Season Not Lost
the Musketeers Saturday, when
. Although having lost three
they seek to repeat their 1936
grunes and tied one, during the
win. over the Crowemen.
first half of the se:ison, :the Musiketeers have an equally impressive record, and will be striving
ito throw off an offensive slump
which has dogged them through
their last four games.
Al Stephan
Clem Crowe's boys have played good enough /ball in two of
their three defeats which ordina~ily would suffice to put' ihem
in the win column, and last
B k
. f
!As tempus fugits it ibecomes more 'apparent that the Queen City
· ac agam or more N.ot that
c· ·
t" ·
h
t
week's scoreless tie with canisthe showing that we ~ade last ·of the West, als,o kno~n as mcmna i, is a on~- onse ?wn as reius certainly was riot a blackweek particularly warrants that gard:5 sports. '!he ~meland devotes 95% of its energ1~s to supmark against the Musketeers,
you give us another chan'ce but porting a very mediocre ibaseball club-the Crosley iFollles (someconsidering the more than unfavour .5o0 average encourag~s to times answering to ithe call of 'IReds") .. The other 5% is spent on
orable weather conditions· under
try, try again.
the grunt and groan racket-often referred to as the great American
which the game was played.
Of our misses, the \Pitt and hoax. Adding 95% and 5% together we have 100%, if my education
Taking everything into considAuburn wins were the most em- has not doUJble-crossed me. Boasting ('I) of a population close to
eration, · Centre and Xavier will
L. A. BIBLE
1barrasing; Fordham was plen~y 500,000 the "Gateway" :to the :South seems to be extremely unbalmatch up "'.irtually 'even, Satur- . ·
lucky we still say; Akron, m anced in its sports program. The art of pigskin punishment gets
day, and with a break from ~he a:ble to execute a perfect pass downing Baldwin-Wallace simweatherman, one of the best tilts that handed them the game.
ply gives Xavier something more ~bout as much ~upport .as L~nd?n did last Novem?e:.. rr'he crowd
of this ancient series should The Kentuckians play a heady to iworry about· Creight n just if we may exercise ·our imagmation, at the West V1rgin1a .game last
evolve.
and ii:itelligez:t game, and sev- didn't have it 'against °Kansas week serves as a ifitting example. Th~t wa.S deluxe football 'a la
Good Reserve
eral times, this year, have shown State· Duke is still in the top carte, with the weather man even helpmg out ·and you .rwould have
abilit:y at "sm~rt" footba_ll. At- flight' and proved it against Col- thought it was secret ·practice instead of a game. As our former
_Coach ~uibale has usually. been :testatlon of this :was given by gate; Ohio did not on1y lose by professor of history often said, "W!hassa matter, brother'/"
blessed .with a squa<l that is re- ~o.me of ~he officials who worked that conversion point as .we pickx
·
plete ":'1th capab~e replacements, m the Centre game, last week.
ed ·but they made one of the most
Wihile on the topic of Cincy's sports it seems -that Hal ''Pal"
t~t t~!e~~as~~ ~~~e~:cey:~oe~ . Usually not inclin:c1 to state u~usual. extra pointers in grid Pennington and his puzzled 1backers mi~ht well have known that
Davidson College at Da~ville v1ewt over ~y hart1cu~r. tef~ history Just to show us up.
"big-time" football in the land of the amber fluid was just a total
0
Ky., and the str~ngtfi of thei~
~ ~~~e ~ whi~~ p~he~ip:a!e pr~d0 ~~ ;~~~~s ~~J;e~~:o~: loss-I think they have a suspicio;n now. If ~y name were Mike
forward wall, even with some of worked
nevertheless
officials
U
h h d 't 1 t
h d J.ac0t'bs or C. C. Pyle, a venture mto somethmg new would have
.
l"me s1"tt"mg on·~h e 'highly praised
'
' of Dick 8uled
. .,game
w o in athree
n
os
a sc
e • ibeen m
. order. Ice h o~.k ey is
. .1.·ore1gn.
"' .
t o. ·th.e ch ~<·•er
_.
d "f
the first s trmg
the work
years;
Notre
c1"tY. an"~.
bench, was apparent, a~ David- Martin, captain of the €olonels, Dame won without a pass af.ter there ever was an exc1tmg contest this is it-with a c~p1t~l I ·
son was held well. : m hand and the rest of the team, after ·we asked them to keep that pill 'Ilhe speed, body eontact, strategy, and free-for-all fightmg m the
throughout the game.
the completion of the Davidson out of the air so we'll take credit game of skate and stick has no equal. This is 'the most spine tingIn the ba~kfield, too, Ku.bale tilt.
.
for that one; Temple, Toledo and ling .entertainment that ever hit the U. S. from canada. It gets
has. some. rrugh~y ~ood reserves '11hey told Coach ~wb~le after Centre favored us in winning in the 1blood, anyone who has ever seen grade "A" hockey, .p:ofe~
t? msert mto his lme1;1p. Esp~- the .gan:e that Martm .ran the games not generally conceded to sional or amateur., will tell you that. Yet a city of half a million JS
c1all~ has he a v;rtatile .sUJb i_n team w1th more ~agac1ty than them; Yale and Indiana ran to about as ignorant on this subject as "Scandal Monger" John "The
Harrmgton, who 1s !Playing. his any leade~ for wh1c~ .we have furm.
!Fog rty" is on the fine art of hoofin'-John calls it dancing!
first year on the squad. Harring- worked this year. His Judgment Have at you:
a
x·----ton gained the spotlight when he was perfect."
.
.
"
,,
ran wild against Transylvania a
Arkansas-Texas A. & M.-The
Being dev01d of the long-green 'Saturday and Sunday, I 1was
few weeks ago, scoring th;ee
Lengthy Worko~ts
Aggies to pile. it on the Razor- forced to get my football V:ia the air waves. T~ough I'll admit that
touchdowns on long runs, after !Clem Crowe ran his Muske- hacks pl~nty, 3ust to prove that it is more comfortable to listen ,to a .game than fr~eze to ~eath ~ee
entering the game late in the te~rs through· ~ard wor~outs, uneasy hes the he~d tha~ wears ing it, I'll take the rigor mortis method. : Excepting the illustnous
second quarter. In all probabil- thlS v:eek, correct~ng flaws m ~he the crow;n,. especially m the Mr. Ted Husing and Mr. "Red" Barber the leather-lunged spielers
i·ty he will see much action in iMuskie defcense m P~;paration Socutf.wfest. ciurcusc. L A cal· make the grid game as confusing as ·Einstein's theory of relativity.
Satu day's fracas
for the
olonels
.ni:•er the
a I orn1a- .
• •
.- i. .
lt"
. ibl d . . . t"l th list
r
r
.
..
shakeup in the X~vier ibackfield fornia is due for the fall '-"'hlch Identities, yards, .scores, pei;a ies are 3um e up. un I
e
ene .
prior to the Canisius game, it is must come to almost all. u. c. turn~ off the radio and waits for newspaper !epor,~. Two ~attles,
Good Air Attack
Centre, always a team to use not known as to what combina- L. A. is plenty hungry after los- outside of the game proper, were worth seemg-:; I ,betcha.
The
the aerial game to effect against tion will face the starting ,gun.
~ng some few games by tantali~- argument on O~o S~ate's point after ~ouchdo~ with Northwestern
the Muskies may again prove a Kubale will probably place the mgly low scores. U. C. L. A. JS provoked a nation-wide debate, there is no decision as yet. Another
thorn in th~ side of the weak following ':team on the field: Da- just the. team to do it too.
argument, -0f pl:lysical proportions, found its way i_nto the final play
Musketeer secondary. The Pray- vis Mid 'l'ravis at the ends; Coop Baldwin-Wallace - Springfield-:- of the Model Shoes-Louisville "Tanks" game. There was no winner
in' Colonels appear to· :P,ave a and Whitehouse at the tackles; Despite. that Akron licking of last declared it seems ,because the spectators flooded the field forthwith.
strong .~ass.ing attack;, this' s~a- Grusz~9w.Ski and. Stivers ~t Saturday, w«:'~l pick~: W: over One sp~tator, h~wever, walked into a beautiful right cross and
son, as md1cated agamst David-. guards,. and Martm, the captain ,the team wh1c~ held. Pr.ov1de_nce went down for the count. lt's always the innocent who pay.
son, last Saturday. On a soggy, at center. From a number of to a 9-3 score m their last time
x
_
snowy field, with their ground good. ~ackfield men, German at out.
. .
,
·
'd
d
game slowed down to a stand- q\l.a'n~~back,,·stahl and VanHuss Baylor-Texas Chris~n _BayReports from Carus1us:-Snow use trymg~so they sa1 _a~ . so
still, the Colonels' passing _9opi.:. at the.:halves, and Dance at full, l?r f~om Waco, gunnmg for the they p~nted on first down. A football game wJll be .the Centte of
lbination-German to Davis-w~s ~eem to hold the upper hand.
title m the southwest, to wacko attraction _8aturday-see you ·there and X-Cues_ ·Pl.ease.

forward
•
passing

f:

1
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Muskies In · Tie With- Griffins

PAGE SEVEN

Iri

Qhagmire

Action Of Game Is
Thwarted By Wet
Field And Blind-

JULIUS A. LOHR, B. S. P.
THE FAVORITE BARBER.
OF THE CAMPUS

.. 3157 Montgomery Road .
Two Barbers In Attendance•
..,~..-4~~·:·

Cincinnati's Fineat
Dance Rendezvous

Three Of Remaining·
Five Grid Ties Win
Over Week End

ron looms large and threatening
on the Musky horizon by virtue
of consecutive wins over the very
strong Toledo and Baldwin-Wallace squads. iB. and W. is the
latest victim of the Zippers
mounting streak of victories.
Baldwin Wallace admittedly is
one of the five strongest clubs in

. -.·'"Night Club Features
··
'·· , . ,

ADMISSION 5Go
FB.I.-SAT.-SUN.

.. LITTLE
JACK LITI'LE
And IDs Orchestra.
FRIDAY-SECOND

BIG APPLE CONTEST
Souvenirs
. SPECIAL-SAT. NlTE

HALLOWE'EN BALL .

Cash Prizes for Best Costumes
·cocktail Bar - Table Service

Something to' Hoot About·!

HALLO'EEN
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30TH
Brings

Berni"e Cl1mmins
1'o Play In The

FOR DINNER AND SUPPER AND SATURDAY
LUNCHEON DANCING

.-----A New Kind OJ "Date"------.

Cocktail Hour Dancing
in the Cocktail Corner
5 to 6 P. M.

r

f. ..

·--·-------·

(
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stream of American thought to
Xavier R.O. T.C.
the channels of Communism?
Communism
DQes The Bo~dage Of
Do not gather from the tone
ls Sub jec,t For
of the· author that he does not
despise Communism its flagrant
Jeopardize American Democracy? Godless
Pressmen's Lens
teachings; its destruction

·. ·
.
h 1-C-o_m_m_u_n_i-st-.--B-u_t__o_n_e--d-0-es_n_'_t_Th
__is_i_s_h_a_r_d_l_y__th-e--c-li-.m-a-te_i_n
Writer Decries T e During a college career and, in which Communism will thrive;
.. ·
the persuit of things social we for it cannot find here a fertile
Overemphasis Of have all become a«<iuainted with field of discontent upon whcih its
innumerable students educated seed of revolution .needs must
The Red Bug-Bear he
i~ non-sectarian and. non-Catho- fall.
colleges. Here m the proStudent's Problem
fessed bivoac of the Communist
.I l l The U• S•
Now let us consider the questhe tenets and numbers of ComBY FRANCIS X. McNERNEY
During the past summers it
has been the opportunity of your
commentator to associate with
the proleteriat, the political parasite and even those who exist
in the lower rings of humanity's
scum. In these classes one should
certainly come vis-a-vis with the

Xavier Graduate
Enters ~unicipal
Court Judge Race
BY WM. J. F. ROLL, JR.
Among the current candidates
for Munici'.Pal Court Judge is
Lawrence A. K:ane.
This election will determine another portfon of his.political career. Kane,
who is now serving as state sen-

munism are absent.
,
Let us first consider the working ma11. Where do we find him
on a balmy, summer, Sunday afternoon? HE is one of a million
baseball fans caught in the spirit of a wholesome ball game
played in any one of a thousand
ball parks scattered throughout
the land. This is free laughing,
shouting sports-loving America.
We are not a nation .stricken
with the hunger pangs of war in
whose breast smoulder the em"
lbers of rebellion; nor are we,
like our European brethren, suffering from the sickening strangling crush of the octopus, Dictatorship; nor do we bear the
brunt of oppression's force as do
the nations of the Far East. Ours
is a country basking in the sacred sun of Freedom, a nation of
sports-lovers and sportsmen. And
what is still more striking they
are- a people who appreciate
their freedom and pride themselves on their sportsmanship.

tion of the average college student. If he seriously considers
Communism as an integral and
necessary part of American government after having been made
aware of the chaotic plight of
Soviet _Russia he is either very
dull or suffering from chronic
mental disorders. In which case
America is taking time out to
educate a large number of nincompoops who will never jeopardize American Democracy by
leading the citizenry into the
bondage of Communism. If the
student in the throes of higher
education allows the principles
of Communism to be foisted upon him without realizing that he
is imbibing these precepts of erroneous doctrine so that it becomes a part of his life's philosophy then he is that type of unobtrusive individual who accepts
his professor as an infallable allagorical figure of truth and wisdom. Will he ever possess the
aggressiveness to devert the

of all that is beautiful in womanhood; its ruthless exploitation of the worker it professes
to help; -the political retrograde
that its standards have brought
~o t~ nations that h.ave patronized it; and the dmgy atmosphere and squalor that mark the
living conditions of their citizenry. But the question that arises
in his mind is, "Where are the
Communists in America of whom
w ehear so much?" [f in the
working class their identity is
indeed hard to discern; if in the
numlber of the semi-educated
they present rather a pathetic
threat to American Democracy.
Orientation First

._p

Aavier's military unit was the
object of a barrage last Friday,
as a contingent of the Corps
was "shot" lby photographers.
.
Camera shutters clicked as a
part of the University's cadets,
consisting of a detail and four
sections, went through ·their
paces.
The pictures, stills, were taken
for the purpose of pwblidty, according to word from the Military Department. Personnel for

the shots was drawn :from tpe
students of ihe Second-year BasPerhaps we have to fear the ic Course. Equipment that was
man of great mental albility, with
a perverted sense of political photographed consisted of Xabalance and a·bility to lead, who vier's four French Seventy-dlve
might ensnare our land in the milimetre guns, together with
coils of Communism. IBut is it the trucks ·which are used to
not possi1ble that our nation suf- transport them, all the fire-confers from the premature appre.
ciation of a threat in its infancy trol mst~um.enis, and some of the
or a pro'blem that exists in the commumcations equipment.
American mind as a psychofog- · · · - - - · 1b·cal throwt. bac~ fbroug.ffht albdou?t JULIUS A. LOHR, B. S. p,
y revo1u ions m ar o 1an s.
But at all costsJet us find out
THE0 jA:~ 1 ~~BEB
just what we are fighting rather
3757 Montgomery Road
than swing blindly on the inky
XEBVAO
blackness of confusion and indeScalp. and Hair TreatlQent•
cision.

•

•

LAWRENCE A. KANE
ator, is a graduate of Xavier College of Law, Class of 1926.
The Senator ibegan hi.S education at St. Xaviel' Parochial
$chool, furthered it at Xavier
lligh School, and completed it at
tpis University. Having won recognition early as a scholar, he
maintained this status, and engaged moreover in a number of
dampus activities. Athletics and
the Philopedian Society O'ccupied
much of his interest.
i 1Senator Kane's public career
began shortly after completion
df his studies; in 1928 he was
elected to the Ohio· Legislature.
In this position he served five
consecutive terms and was then
elected to the Senate.
In the various capacities of
public duty in which he has
served, Kane has held appreciable responsibilities.
He has
functioned on the Senate Liquor
Control, :Military Affairs, JudiCiary, Public Health, Taxation,
and Rules Committees.
He was the author of the bill
to abolish the authority of Justices of the Peace,: and of one to
permit the court discretion in
sentencing against former liquor
laws.
With Senator Gallagher
he was co-author o'f a .bill to provide Ohio school children !free
text-books.
Kane, when it appeared inevitable that the Sales
Tax Law .should pass, introduced
the amendment exempting food .
. In the State Senate's recent
session Senator Kane was conriected with the "No New Taxes
Bloc," a group which was actl.vely opposed to additional
taxes.

A lot of smokers
have found that Chester·
fields have a taste they
like. They've found out for
themselves tliat Chester·
fields are MILDER.
You can prove for yourself
that Chesterfields SATISFY.

~'Pass Or Colleci" ls

New

Scheme'l~

South

And now you can insure yourself against flunking a course! At
~mory University in Georgia twp
students have started 11n agency
itbat will insure passing a course
-or even making an "A" in it. ,
Premiums for the. scholastic
policy are computed on the basis
<>f your avera·ge, the grades made
previously under the teacher ~n
question by the applicant, and
the number of flunks and "A's"
given yearly by that teacher.

~ . lhe!J'llcfive you
MORE !?LEASURE
C9.1111Jahc 19)7, Lloom ~ !rlnu To.BACCO Co,

